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Welcome to
ROBERTSON
We’re one of the largest family-owned construction, infrastructure and support
services businesses in the UK, and we apply the same principles to every aspect of
our business today that we did over fifty years ago when Bill Robertson set up his
joinery firm in Elgin.
Over the years our sustainable growth has enabled us to invest in our business, the
future of people and communities, and to deliver on major projects, housing schemes
and facilities management for customers nationally.
Our scale gives us the ability to accept big challenges, and build deep, mutually
beneficial partner relationships. At the same time we think locally, working with
stakeholders and the supply chain to deliver services and infrastructure that will
stand the test of time.
Ultimately, everything we do is about making progress safely towards a sustainable
future for our people, communities and our business.
It’s the Robertson Way.
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An experienced

PROJECT PARTNER
Over the past decade, Robertson has partnered with some of Scotland’s leading
whisky brands.

From our first ever venture over 30 years ago to
projects today in Islay, Argyll and Speyside, we
continue to grow our reputation through our
capabilities and expertise, quality workmanship and a
team that puts their customer first.
Increasing capacity, replacing or creating new
structures, we have over 24 bonded warehouse and
distillery projects behind us varying in value, size
and complexity. With this we bring an understanding
of the maturation process and the importance of
safeguarding every drop in every cask.
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Our presence throughout Scotland lets us draw on
local expertise as well as national strength, matching
your project with a team who keeps it firmly on track.
As a construction partner of choice in the Scotch
whisky sector, you can be assured that we will deliver
the quality you expect from us.
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The Macallan Distillery and Visitor Experience

SPEYSIDE

£140
million

completed

2018

CUSTOMER: Edrington

Robertson completed a flagship £140 million
distillery and visitor experience for The Macallan,
one of the world’s leading luxury single malts.
From the very start of the contract, we worked
tirelessly to realise the vision for Edrington to build
a new home for The Macallan that would deliver
excellence for the brand and enhanced manufacturing
capabilities, all while vital production was continuing
on the site.

Working at the design development stage, we
delivered new civil engineering solutions and £1.5
million of savings for Edrington. The original design
required the installation of four 250,000 litre tanks
adjacent to the existing warehouses, in an area
congested with services, and which would require a
6m deep cofferdam. Our alternative solution installed
an external sustainable drainage system (SuDS) pond,
incorporating engineering linings specifically designed
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to accommodate the effluent discharge. This was
deemed much more appropriate for the site and our
customer.
During construction, up to 400 people specialising
in more than 20 trades from 25 contractors were
employed. We immersed ourselves not only in all
the aspects of the build but went one step further
and invested time to understand the whole distilling
process from start to finish, working with all the
partners in the build including Forsyths who built
the 36 critical whisky stills. This commitment and
dedication for Edrington goes beyond normal
contractor relationships and was fundamental in our
ability to overcome design challenges and deliver
solutions for the project.
We delivered the complex and unique structure, much
of which is an ATEX environment, to stringent technical
standards to ensure the safety of distillery employees
and visitors alike.
Working with 25 contractors to bring the vision for the
new distillery and visitor experience to life, Robertson
took the complex and unique architectural design and
moulded it to complement an area of outstanding
natural beauty. As the project was so close to the River
Spey, a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), we
worked closely with agencies to develop a bespoke
water management system that would ensure
zero environmental impact on the neighbouring
watercourse.
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Dalmunach Distillery
ABERLOUR

£7.3

million

completed

2015

CUSTOMER: Chivas Brothers

Inspired by the shape of a sheaf
of barley and with the Still House
contained in a glazed structure
which offers a glimpse of whisky in
the making, the distillery perfectly
blends functional requirements and
stunning architectural design.
A new cooling process meant that
significantly more water was needed in
the new distillery. Robertson created an
intake structure in the River Spey which
draws up to 400,000 litres of water per
hour, ensuring maximum efficiency and
minimal environment impact..
Dalmunach Distillery received RIBA,
RIAS, Civic Trust awards, and was
shortlisted for the Stirling Prize 2015.
The former site buildings were reused
in an innovative manner, creating
improved landscaping, screening the
yard area visibly and acoustically from
the main distillery.
Distilleries and Bonded Warehouses
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Chivas Brothers

MULBEN

£42

million

over

30

years

CUSTOMER: Chivas Brothers

In December 2010 heavy snow fell over the
Malcolmburn Bond causing over 30 bonded
warehouse roofs the size of football pitches to
collapse under the weight. At the time, whisky
valued at £2.5 billion was maturing.
Having worked with Chivas Brothers for several
decades, Robertson was brought on site immediately
to assess and limit damage. In the £42 million renewal
project, 44 bonded warehouses were either repaired
or completely rebuilt while every cask of whisky
remained in situ.
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New structures were built over the existing bonded
warehouses then the original roofs and walls were
carefully removed. A meticulous programme was put
in place and delivered in 40 weeks. Robertson and
Chivas Brothers worked together to save considerable
time, make cost benefits and ensure certainty on the
project.
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Macallan Maturation Warehouses
EASTER ELCHIES

£52.6

since

million

2011
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CUSTOMER: Edrington

Robertson has been Edringtonʼs construction
partner of choice for almost a decade.
We are currently on site at the Easter Elchies Estate in
Speyside after being appointed to build a filling store
and additional bonded warehouses.
The international premium drinks company has
commissioned us to deliver over £50 million worth of
bonded warehouses across six phases.
“The maturation process plays an important role
in the quality of The Macallan. The spirit spends
many years in our warehouses as it matures in the
highest quality sherry seasoned oak casks.”
“The new distillery and the associated
warehouses will continue The Macallan’s
reputation for uncompromising quality and
ensure that we can continue to supply the highest
quality single malt Scotch whisky for generations
to come.”
Graham Hutcheon,
Managing Director Group Operations at Edrington
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Glenfiddich Maturation Warehouses

DUFFTOWN

£6.9

since

million

2010
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CUSTOMER: William Grant & Sons

More than 1.2 metres of densely compacted snow fell
on the warehouse roofs in Dufftown, causing them to
collapse and leaving maturing oak casks of Glenfiddich
exposed to the winter elements.
A stronger structure
Infrastructure works included moving 60,000 tonnes of
earth, building a new retaining wall, creating a 1 million
litre capacity SUDS pond, associated drainage and new
strip foundations.
The rebuilt warehouses cover some 25,000m2 with wall
and roof structures designed to withstand significant
snow loads.

An enduring partnership
Our partnership with Willian Grant & Sons continues.
In 2016 Robertson was appointed for the £11.4 million
Glenfiddich Distillery expansion, and in 2018 to
construct the in-river cooling water abstraction intake
and wet well chamber at the distillery.
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Benromach Distillery
FORRES

£2.7

million

since

2007

CUSTOMER: Gordon & MacPhail

In 2007, our partnership with Gordon & MacPhail
began at the Elgin-based Benromach Distillery.
Benromach handcraft whisky with the finest Scottish
barley and pure spring water from the nearby Romach
Hills, before maturing in specially selected casks.
Robertson constructed a 1,400m2 storage house under
a fast track 12-week build programme.
In 2020, Robertson is back in Forres building two new
warehouses in a £2.3 million project.
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As part of the traditional distillation process,
Benromach matures in dunnage warehouses - long,
low and whitewashed with an earthen floor which
helps keep the casks consistently cool all year round
and provides optimal conditions.
With strong demand overseas, Benromach has twice
increased production in the past few years, and the
warehouses are set to support further growth in the
years to come.
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Bruichladdich Bonded Warehouses
ISLAY

£12.2
million

completion

2020

CUSTOMER: Bruichladdich Distillery

Bruichladdich makes single malt by hand, adding
to its distinct character with maturation taking
place in a coastal environment.
But lack of storage space meant the distillery took
the decision to reduce annual production as the
alternative â€“ sending casks off the island to mature
â€“ would be a departure from their principles.
The new warehouses were part of a long-term
expansion to increase storage capacity to around
100,000 casks, retaining accessibility and returning the
distillery to full production.
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Communities and environment
ROBERTSON - A RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS
As a family business with strong roots in its own community, it’s important to us that we leave a positive
lasting legacy wherever we work.
Whether it’s delivering much-needed infrastructure, investing locally in talent and skills, or working with our customers,
suppliers and partners to support the local and national economy, we take pride in transforming places knowing there
is a greater purpose to what we do.

29,425
22

People benefited from 408 activities
bespoke to local needs and stakeholders

40.4

76

164

300

CCS
National
Site Awards
received

placements

Carbon neutral

Robertson became a carbon neutral business in 2019, one of the first in the built environment sector, by
offsetting 10,500 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent and supporting projects which help generate clean
energy.
In the last four years we have reduced our carbon emissions by 26%, and in the next five years we have set
targets to reduce carbon intensity by a further 10%.

12.4%

26%

250

967

11.7%

Carbon intensity
reduction 2017–2018
to 2018–2019

Carbon intensity
reduction 2014–2015
to 2018–2019

Trees will be planted at
a secondary school
for carbon offset

Miles reduced per
company car since
2014/15

Carbon intensity
reduction for energy
use on site
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